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2010 Nian Shanghaishi Biyesheng Gongzi Zhidao Jiawei
2010     Reference Salary of 2010 for New Graduates in Shanghai Area

Zhongguo Tongji Nianjian 2001    China StatisticAL Year
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MARITAL RESIDENCE IN CONTEMPORARY CHINA
A. Marriage, Divorce and Marital Property in Imperial China
See 
Gao’ang Zhuangxiu Feiyong Rang Yangbanjian Nan Cheng Yangban       The
High Decoration Cost Renders Model Units Unsuitable as “Models”
The
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coniunctio maris et feminae et consortium omnis vitae
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supra 20 Shiji Qianqi Minfa Xin
Chaoliu Yu “Zhonghua Minguo Minfa” 20   The Trends of Civil Law in
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C. Marriage Laws of the People’s Republic of China59
see generally A Review of the Development of
Marriage Law in the People’s Republic of China
Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Da Shi Ji   Important Events of the Peo
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Id. supra
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See    Zhongguo Dangdai Fuqi Caichan Zhi De Fazhan
Qushi Ji Yuanyin      ) General Trends and Underlying Rationale in the
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Minzheng
bu: Zhongguo Lihun Lü Lianxu 30 Nian Shangsheng  : 30 According to the
Ministry of Civil Affairs, the Divorce Rate of China Has Been Continuously Rising for 30 Years
Id.
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available at





      
supra
See supra
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generally  Yu Jingji Tizhi Gaige Tongxing: Gongmin Caichan Quanli Baohu Jizhi De
Buduan Wanshan       Together with the Reformation of the
Economic Institutions, the Continuing Perfection of the Protection Mechanisms for the Property
Rights of Citizens
See
   
Id.
Id.
Id.   Xi Lihun Caichan Fen’ge Zhong De Bangzhu,
Buchang Ji Guocuo Sunhai Peichang          An Analysis on the Assis
tance, Compensation and Fault Based Damage Schemes in Distribution of Property in Divorce Cases
 Minfa Qinshubian Lihun Zhidu Zhi Tantao    Excerpt of the
Exploration of Divorce System in the Volume of Kinship of the Civil Code
supra
See Falü Dui Lihun Buchang You Naxie Guiding     What Are the Provi
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D. Judicial interpretations on the revised Marriage Law of 2001
Id.
See Dui Zhongguo Hunyinfa Zhong Sunhai Peichang
Youguan Qingxing De Sikao     Thoughts on Situations of Damage and
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Id. fund
See  “Hunyinfa Sifa Jieshi (San)” Caichanxing Guiding Jiedu
     Interpretations on the Property Regulations in “the Third Judicial
Interpretation on the Marriage Law”
 Sichuan Chengshi
Jiating Caifu Baogao   A Report on Family Properties in Sichuan Province
Fangchan Zhan Woguo Jiating Zichan Bili Wei 62.7%
    62.7% Real Estate Constitutes 62.7% of Family Properties in China
Zhongguo Qunian
Fangjia Zhangfu 15 Nian Lai Zui Da Gongying Duanque Jiang Chixu  15
  The Rise in Housing Price Last Year Was the Biggest in 15 Years, and the Shortage in
Supply Will Persist
See Diaocha: Liucheng Qinglü Bu Maifang Bu Kaolü
Jiehun Chao Yiban Xiwang Hunqian Maifang        A Survey
Shows That 60% of Couples in Relationship Will Not Consider Marriage Without Purchase of a
House, More Than Half Wanting to Purchase the House Before Marriage
See     Wo De Hunyin Shui Zuozhu –
Jiedu “Hunyinfa Sifa Jieshi (San)” Liu Da Jiaodian    Who
Will Be the Master of My Marriage? – An Interpretation of Six Hotly Contended Items in “the Third
Judicial Interpretation on the Marriage Law”
 Fumu Gei Erzi
Maifang Jiehun, Xifu Meiyouxi, Zheshe De Daodi Shi Shenme?
     What is Really Reflected by the Fact That When Parents
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during the mar
riage the deed of such real
property is recorded under the name of that party
such real property shall be cate
gorized as the separate property of that party
See
 Hunyinfa Biancheng Lihunfa: Hunyin Bushi Yichang Hehuo Touzi De Jiaoyi
   The Transformation of Marriage Law Into Divorce Law:
Marriage is Not a Joint Investment Venture
see      
Sancheng Daxue Biyesheng Maifang Kao Fumu Jin 15% Neng Duli Maifang
    15% 30% of College Graduates Rely on Their Parents for Purchase of
House, Only 15% Can Purchase on Their own
Cf.
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the deed of the real property is still recorded
under the name of the party that paid for the down payment
the People’s Court may distribute the real proper






 Hunqian Fangchan Zengzhi 90 Wan Fayuan An Huankuan Bili Fenge Gei Fuqi   90
  A Court Divided the 900,000 RMB Appreciation in Pre Marital Real Estate
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See Zhuanjia Jiedu Hunyinfa Xin Jieshi Mingque Jingshenchuhu Fang “Shanhun”
     ” ” Scholars Explain the New Interpretation on the Marriage Law,
Clarify the Concept of “Getting Divorced with Nothing Left” as Only a Deterrence Against “Flash
Marriage”
Minfa Zhuanjia: Nüfang Zhuangxiukuan Yiding Yao Jiru Goufangkuan Bing Jiaming
   According to a Civil Law Expert, the Best Practice for Women is
to Count Their Decoration Contributions Into Housing Payments and to Add Their Names Onto the
Titles
See supra
See Falü, Qing Buyao Lijian Women De Hunlian
   Law, Please Don’t Come Between Us in Our Marriage and Love
see supra
See “Hunyinfa Xin Jie” Yin NüFang Jingshen Chuhu Danyou, Huo Zhi Fangchan Zengming
Re “ ”      The New Interpretation on the Marriage Law Raises
Concerns in the Women about the Possibilities of “Divorced with Nothing Left”, and may Cause a
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mores
  
Zuigao Renmin Fayuan Min Yi Ting Fuzeren Jiu “Guanyu Shiyong ‘Zhonghua Renmin
Gongheguo Hunyin Fa’ Ruogan Wenti De Jieshi (San)” Da Jizhe Wen
        Interview of Head of the
First Civil Division of Supreme People’s Court Regarding the Third Judicial Interpretation by the
Supreme People’s Court on Several Questions Regarding the Application of “Marriage Law of the
People’s Republic of China”




See Dui Hunyinfa Sifa Jieshi San De Qiyue Jingshen Jiedu
    A Reading of the Contractual Principles in the Third Judicial Interpreta
tion on the Marriage Law
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See   Fanbu Moshi Yu Hunyin Fa The “Reverse Feed”
Model and the Marriage Law
see Wo Wei Hunyinfa Jieshi San
Gu Yu Hu   I Advocate for the Third Judicial Interpretation on the Marriage Law
Zhong Caichan Qin Shenfen – Zhujiu “Hunyinfa” Jieshi (San) San Da
Quexian    ——  ( ) The Over Emphasis on Property and the Under
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 Hunyinfa Sifa Jieshi (San) Qi Qingzhi Lüshi Quanwei Jiedu
    ( ) Authoritative Reading by Qi Jingzhi, Attorney at Law, of the Third
Judicial Interpretation on the Marriage Law
Fufumen, Xingdong Qilai, Baohu Women De Jiating: Qianglie Jianyi Feizhi Xin Hunyinfa
        Husbands and Wives, Act to Protect Our Families! A
Strong Recommendation for the Abolition of the New Marriage Law
see also supra
supra
Lihun Caichan Zenme Fen Kan Waiguo Hunyinfa Za Jiejue?  
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But see In re
In re
In re
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see Community Property ; see also e.g. In re




The Treatment of Community Contributions to Mortgage Payments (Including
Principal and Interest) on Separate Property
supra
E.g. In re
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What Part of Yours Is Mine?: The Creation of A Marital Property Owner
ship Interest by Improving Nonmarital Property Under Wisconsin’s Marital Property Law
See Community Property supra
supra See e.g.
; In re
The Multiple Marriage Society and Spousal Rights Under the
Revised Uniform Probate Code
You Can’t Take It with You, and Maybe You Can’t Even Give It
Away: The Case of Elizabeth Baldwin Rice
See
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New Supreme People’s Court Judicial Interpretation on the Marriage Law
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A. The development reflects the current ideal of protection of individ
ual property rights in Chinese law
 Zhongguo Chengshihua De Lishi
Jingcheng   Historical Progress of Urbanization in China
See  Hui
wang Shehuizhuyi Shichang Jingji De Quzhe Lujing     Retrospective on the
Tortuous Progress of Socialistic Market Economy
See   Zhongguo Sifa Gaige Disan Bo Yu Fa Shehui Xue Yanjiu – Xianzhi
Shenpan Cailiangquan De Keguanhua Jizhi De Tanqiu
   The Third Wave of Legal Reform in China
and Research on Legal Sociology – A Search for an Objective Mechanism to Restrict the Discretion
ary Power in Justice Administration
See   Mianxiang 21 Shiji De Xingshi Sifa Linian 21
New Criminal Law Principles for the Twenty First Century
See  21 Shiji Zhonguo Minfa Fazhan Zhanwang 21  
Prospective on the Development of Chinese Civil Law in the Twenty First Century
21 Shiji Yu
Zhongguo Minfa De Fazhan 21   the Twenty First Century and the Development of
Chinese Civil Law
supra
See “Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Hetongfa” Lifa Fang’an
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per my et per tout
See
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B. The ideal is not fully compatible with the ideal of equity and fairness





See Beyond No Fault in
supra
The Partnership Theory of Marriage: A Borrowed Solution Fails
See generally , Marital Regimes: A Story of Compromise and Demoraliza
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supra see also supra
supra
Gongwuyuan Tijian Biaozhun Qishi Guiding Duo Yao Nüx
ing “Rufang Duicheng”       ”  ” There is Much Discrimination in the
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C. The new rules fails both in advancing the ideal of personal autono
my, and in adjusting to the realities of marriage in China
See
, “Dangdai Zhongguo de Jiating Guannian yu Hunyin Anquan” Yantaohui
Zongshu “  ”   Summary of the Seminar on the “The Concept of Family
and the Security of Marriage in Contemporary China”
 Dangdai Zhongguo Jiating Jiegou Biandong Fenxi    Analysis on
Contemporary Changes of Chinese Family Structure
See   
   Urban Dwellers Are Very Interested in Compiling Modern Genealogical Records, an
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. See “Ernai” Wu Cuo? Cuozhe Zai Shui? “ ”    The “Second Wife” is Without
Fault? Who is at Fault?
Dui Guangdong Sheng Bao “Ernai” Xianxiang De Diaocha   ” ”   A Survey
Regarding the “Second Wife” Situation in Guangdong Province
Id.
 Nanzi Qiqie Tongzhu Xie Zinü Tongju 4 Nian 4 A Man
Lives Together with His Wife and Concubine, and Even with Children, for 4 Years
Id.
See Qingdao Nühai Dinghun Jiehun De Xiangxi Jiamu Biao      A
Detailed Price Sheet for Engagement and Marriage with a Girl in Qingdao City
not counting the
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Ge Shengfen Nannü Bili Shiheng 10 Nian Hou Qianwang Nanzi Huo Quqi Nan
20 10 The Male Female Proportion Is Unbalanced in 20 Provinces,
Tens of Millions of Men May Have Trouble Finding Spouse 10 Years From Now
See supra
. Xinfu Zhangdan Jiehun Chengben 30 Nian Baozeng 4 Qian Bei    30 4
A Bill for Happiness: the Cost of Marriage Rose by 4000 Times in 30 Years
See supra see also  Wo Zai Lüxie Nü Lüshi Yantao
hui de Fayan Tigang (      ) [Synopsis of a Talk on Conference of Female Lawyers
Hosted by Shanghai Bar Association] ,
See Interview Regarding the Interpretation supra
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overall
individual
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